
Silver Falls 
Established 1933 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are here to present the proposed 2019-2021 budget for the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department. The agency provides a world-class state parks, manages the entire ocean shore from border to border, administers the state scenic waterway program, awards tens of millions in grants to local communities, and delivers heritage services to Oregon communities through the State Historic Preservation Office and a wide range of grant and consulting services.The agency is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the governor, and confirmed by the senate. The commission hires the department director, and I have filled this role since 2014, though I have been with the department since 2007.This presentation will hit the highlights in our budget, but rather than go into details on every item, we’re going to focus on a few key areas to leave as much time for discussion as possible.



Intro: purpose, budget, trends 

State Parks: system and development 

Heritage/community: expert help and grants 

Future: facing challenges with leadership 
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We’ll take you through our purpose, display the top-level and program budgets, policy packages, and talk about some trends we see in our field.Our most visible responsibility is the state park system, and we’ll share information about its performance and challenges as it approaches its 100th year in 2022.We have an active role outside the park system through our grant award programs, heritage-related services, and the Office of Outdoor Recreation, a strategic, policy-driven arm of OPRD created by the Legislature in 2017. These broad-based, outward-looking services have the potential to benefit every community in Oregon.Finally, we’ll discuss the key big picture issues and how we propose to lead our way through them.



OUTDOOR RECREATION HERITAGE 
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OPRD is Oregon’s heritage and outdoor recreation leader. Through world-famous state parks and by supporting local community heritage and statewide outdoor recreation, we deliver great experiences in special places and help Oregonians develop a deeper connection to their state. Outdoor recreation is more than fun, more than an economic driver, and more than a healthy way to spend your free time: it’s integral to the Oregon identity. We succeed connecting Oregonians to their home by investing in Oregon’s parks and heritage services.



Sarah Helmick 
State Recreation Site 
Donated 1922 
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The state park system began in the 1920s as part of the highway system. More than merely land managers, your state parks agency has always been close to people. Even the first state park was a donation from a citizen, Sarah Helmick south of Monmouth. As its centennial year arrives in 2022, we have a chance to reflect on its meaning to Oregon and launch it strongly into its next century.More broadly, some of the issues facing the state park system – how it serves Oregonians, the way it develops and changes, and how it’s funded – are common to all outdoor recreation managers and businesses in the state.



Busch Building 
Oregon City 
Heritage grant recipient 
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Many people outside these chambers are surprised to discover the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department is also deeply involved in Oregon heritage. After establishing the State Historic Preservation Office in 1967, Oregon created a first-of-its-kind incentive in 1975 to help property owners protect their property, and OPRD provides these improvement programs to every Oregon community.Oregon voters approved dedicating Oregon Lottery to improve state parks and heritage by overwhelming majorities in 1998 and 2010.  They established a strong local community grants program within that funding. The department combines Lottery with other sources of funding to deliver tens of millions of dollars in grants every biennium. Besides passing through federal grants to communities for recreation and heritage, the Main Street grant program provides funding to revitalize historic downtowns through sale of Lottery-backed bonds.



Banks-Vernonia State Trail 
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So when you add the state park system’s estimated 100 million-plus visitors every biennium to people in Oregon communities who are served by grants and heritage programs, it’s clear the agency has a strong, personal relationship with Oregonians.



Mission 
Provide and protect outstanding natural and 
historic sites for people to enjoy now and in 
coming generations. 
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Through all the changes in the last 97 years since 1922, our essential mission hasn’t changed: protect Oregon’s special places, deliver great experiences to people, and take the long view to sustain these benefits for generations. We deliver these services by equipping staff to deliver on this mission.As we prepare to celebrate the first 100 years of Oregon’s state park system in 2022, we have choices to make now to invest in repairs and operations, make improvements to visitor experiences and customer service, and avoid dilution of the mission or reductions in revenue streams dedicated to direct services and grants.



Transfer examples 
• Send ATV funds to Forestry and State 

Police, and Other and Lottery Funds to 
Forestry for Tillamook Forestry Center. 

• Receive funds from Marine Board for 
boat facilities, from Cultural Trust for 
preservation projects, and from ODOT 
for parks that double as rest areas.  

 

Shared roles and 
responsibilities 

• Salmonberry Trail 
• Ocean Shore 
• Scenic Waterways 
• Scenic Bikeways 
• Willamette Falls 
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OPRD works closely with state, federal, and local partners to help deliver outdoor recreation and heritage services to every community we can. This cooperation can be related solely to funding, as it is with transfers related to the ATV program or state parks that double as highway rest areas. It can also be more programmatic, concerned with creating or producing actual services, as it is with emerging projects like the Salmonberry Trail between Washington and Tillamook counties, or established programs like the ocean shore, scenic waterways, and scenic bikeways.
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Performance measures 
1: Visitors per acre. Target: 450. Actual: 467. 

2: Heritage program benefits. Target: 2,087. Actual: 2,048. 

3: % of communities benefiting from grants. Target: 50%. Actual: 47%. 

4: Property acquisition index. Target: 75%. Actual: 79%. 

5: Maintenance backlog. Target: 85%. Actual: 82%. 

6: Customer satisfaction. Target: 90-94%. Actual: Data gap. 

7: Commission practices. Target: 100%. Actual: 100%. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The department operates under seven performance measures. Five are currently in the green, one is graded yellow as a caution, and one is in the red due to lack of an affordable data gathering tool.Measure 1 is visitors per acre. This measure cuts two ways. On the one hand, missing the target dramatically on the low end might represent a fall-off in public interest, inefficient siting of new opportunities, or dissatisfaction. On the other, missing the target dramatically on the high end could suggest lack of capacity, overcrowding and the related damage to resources, and a lack of wise investment. While Oregon’s state parks are one of the busiest in the nation and rate in the top five when viewed by this measure, this figure has dropped slightly after peaking in 2016 thanks in part to recent acquisitions. This is driven by facility capacity, weather, economic conditions, and public interest.Measure 2 relates to engagement by Oregon communities in heritage programs managed by the state, meaning both federal programs like the National Register of Historic Places and homegrown services like heritage grants and Main Street revitalization. Oregon continues to perform well. Priorities for the agency’s heritage program continues to be the identification and designation of historic resources, with a focus on ensuring geographic and cultural diversity. This is driven by community interest and need, staff capacity, and funding.Measure 3 is similar, but targets all community grants provided by the department. The agency delivers tens of millions in direct and competitive grants for recreation and heritage programs every biennium. Out of 277 Oregon communities, 130 communities were either awarded a new grant or continuing to receive funds under awards from previous years. The measure is rated as yellow since it’s 3 points (6%) below the target, but it has been improving each of the last three years. This is driven by funding, interest and ability by communities to apply for grants, and awareness of the grant programs.Measure 4 takes some explaining. We operate under a goal to provide 35 acres of state park-managed land per 1,000 Oregonians. Oregon has typically been slightly below average in state park acres per thousand population, but our system has long been designed around intersection with other public lands managed by federal and local jurisdictions, which is why our goal is less than 100% of the target.Measure 5 addresses just one aspect of the facility backlog: progress toward eliminating overdue maintenance that was on the books in 1999 and was part of the motivation behind voter-dedication of lottery funds. Since lottery funding was allocated to the maintenance backlog, competition to use that funding has arisen from new maintenance needs, operational costs, and the addition of new responsibilities. No system is ever completely free of backlog, but Oregon needs a new funding mechanism to keep the burden from growing beyond reasonable bounds and threatening delivery of public services. While this measure is technically in the green, we believe it should eventually evolve into a better, more holistic measure of the true, total backlog.Measure 6 is a generic state-mandated customer service measure, which asks patrons to evaluate agency service along six dimensions: accuracy, information availability, staff helpfulness, timeliness, expertise, and overall. OPRD has accurate data for state park visitor satisfaction, and the overall rating there exceeds this target. The agency used a free survey tool to gather data from a broader range of agency constituents through it’s information telephone line, and it has not replaced that data source since changing the phone system in 2017. Up to that point, the results were extremely consistent and there have been no changes to agency training protocols or standards that would lead to departure from this trend.Measure 7 is another state-mandated measure, holding the Oregon State Parks and Recreation Commission to the same high standard that applies to every governing body. Against sixteen measures – things like business processes, budget and financial planning, involvement in policy and leadership – commissioners engage in a staff-led facilitation to evaluate their performance and make improvements annually.
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Let’s move on to the budget. Four fund sources support our public services.The single largest amount comes from Other Fund, which is made of park visitor revenue, a share of the RV registration fund, and ATV gas tax refunds.No less important is the Lottery Fund, which was dedicated by Oregon voters in 1998 and 2010. It dedicates 15% of Lottery net proceeds to the Parks and Natural Resource Fund, which is divided equally between the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board and OPRD.A small amount of Federal Funds goes mostly to grants and heritage programs. An even smaller slice of General Fund supports a single position in the Oregon Outdoor Recreation Office, a policy and strategy unit established in OPRD by the Legislature in 2017.Except for Federal and General Funds, the vast bulk of revenues are driven by choices made by Oregonians and travelers. In the short and medium term, they can be volatile due to the economy and weather. In the longer term, they are affected by population dynamics and – most critically – our ability to provide a rewarding park experience.This budget doesn’t propose new revenue sources to support parks. We’ll talk more about that big-picture issue later.
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We spend the nearly three quarters of our funding on direct park services to Oregonians, and on grants to community governments and nongovernment organizations so they can serve their local needs. Most of the rest of the budget is invested in park development – meaning repairs and a small amount of growth – and centralized agency and customer support.
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Our revenue is driven by things we can’t influence like the economy and the weather. We also can’t affect some of the choices people make, but we manage the park system to earn public respect and affection. People who find their state park visit valuable become repeat customers, and share their enthusiasm with friends and family. Our ability to earn revenue is reliant on staff: the right number, with the right skills.Besides the direct expense of protecting properties and delivering service to a record number of state park visitors each year, our costs are mainly driven by the age of the state park system. Many facilities were designed 50 years ago to serve a fraction of the number of visitors we have today.  Of the ~1,900 structures in the state park system, more than 25 would take in excess of one million dollars to replace. Nearly one in 10 is more than 70 years old, and nearly 50 are more than 100 years old.This precarious balance between revenue and costs is especially important as we approach the state park system centennial in 2022.
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As we come up on that 100 years of service, we have an opportunity to engage you and other Oregonians in key issues, such as:Exploring the social purpose and funding of Oregon's state park and heritage systems to ensure their long-term health.Creating recreation and heritage experiences that meet people’s needs, particularly among groups that have not been intentionally served by park and heritage programs. Building stronger relationships with communities through grants and expertise so we can connect Oregonians to recreational and heritage experiences closer to home. Healthy community parks, Main Street investments, and local heritage organizations are critical to tell Oregon’s story.Prioritizing partnerships with state, federal and local agencies, tribal governments, communities, service groups, volunteer organizations and private businesses that help connect more Oregonians with the outdoors.Using the new Oregon Office of Outdoor Recreation to propose strategies, policies, and legislation that deliver the social and economic benefits of outdoor recreation to every corner of the state. That includes exploring Good Neighbor Authority-style agreement with federal public land agencies to address an increasing public demand for recreation with concurrent decreasing budgets to partner agenciesMaintaining current service levels in the state park and heritage systems without expanding agency responsibilities into new areas.Using the state park centennial in 2022 as an opportunity to engage a new generation of supporters in investing their time and financial support to take state parks to the next level.



Create Value 
Provide great 
experiences and use 
park system 
centennial in 2022 
to engage 
community. 

Protect and 
Improve Revenue 
Avoid unfunded add-
ons beyond mission. 
Brainstorm long-
term revenue with 
Oregon private and 
public sector 
leaders. 

Control costs 
Improve efficiency 
and look for parts of 
the system to scale 
back. Bring practices 
up to industry 
standards (or 
better). 
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As we go through the rest of this budget, you will see three themes:We will create value by providing great experiences and using park system centennial in 2022 to engage the community. Expand state strategies that elevate outdoor recreation in every community.We will understand and control costs by improving efficiency and look for parts of the system to scale back. We will bring practices up to industry standards (or better).Tapping your engagement to protect and improve revenue by avoiding unfunded add-ons or diversions that have no real connection to our mission. We especially need to brainstorm long-term revenue concepts with Oregon private and public sector leaders.



Direct service: the state park system, ocean 
shores, scenic waterways. 

Development: acquisition, improvement, 
repairs. 
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We’ll go into more detail now for a couple major programs.The label “Direct service” in our budget mostly means the state park system and supporting functions, plus some recreation coordination projects outside the park system boundary like the ocean shores and scenic waterway systems.“Development” is mostly repairs and improvements, with a small amount for focused growth through new properties acquired through trades, partnerships, or purchases from willing sellers.
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Oregon’s state park system contains more than 250 parks and assorted other properties on 113,000 acres: we are small but mighty. For comparison sake, Oregon’s only national park – Crater Lake – is about 40% larger than the entire state park system.We rank 30th in the nation for acreage, but 3rd for daytime visits, and 6th for camping.The estimated 100-plus million visitors a biennium translates to a huge boon for Oregon’s rural landscape, affecting 16,000 jobs, contributing as much as $1.1 billion to local economies, and adding $1.5 million to local and state lodging taxes. The state park system is one significant part of the large -- and growing -- Oregon outdoor recreation economy.



Tryon Creek State Park 
Established 1971 
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We provide camping, hiking, fishing, boating, kite flying, historic tours, picnicking, places to take photos or paint, beachcombing, mushrooming, birding … this is going to be a really long list. Most of what we do is provide a place for people to explore opportunities on their own, but we also work through our own staff and with local businesses to provide special programs like guided hikes, basic camping instruction, boat rentals, and even bungee jumping in one location.Unlike most park systems in the US, Oregon’s is not funded by taxes, but by lottery, a share of RV registrations, and visitor revenue. Visitor revenue must be earned by providing good service in a healthy, natural setting at a fair price. 



Smith Rock State Park: 
Up 54% 2012-15 
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Satisfaction with the state park experiences remains at historically high levels thanks to continued investment in existing and new facilities, and programs like interpretation and ranger-guided orientations specifically targeting new campers. We are keeping a wary eye on recent trends – such as congestion, the increasing prevalence of wildfires and the associated smoke – that could drive satisfaction down.



Milo McIver State Park 
Established 1966 
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Over the course of the 19-21 biennium, we intend to provide at least 100 million quality park experiences to visitors (95M day trips, 5M camper nights). As a wonderful side-affect of a well-run and supported outdoor recreation service, these visitors could generate more than $1.5 billion worth of economic activity at or near state parks.Dealing with record visits requires us to operate as many state park properties at peak capacity as possible while balancing between recreation quality and natural resource protection. The agency makes the best possible use of properties already in the system, but acquisition is sometimes needed to provide more park experiences.Refresh customer service standards and prepare for our centennial in 2022. We’re great in most parks. We aim for excellent in all parks. We also need to continue to address basic facility investments to safely meet the needs of every visitor regardless of ability, especially as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act.Overall costs are driven by increases in visits, labor expenses, inflation (fuel, water, sewer, power), natural conditions (severe weather and natural disasters), and upkeep on aging facilities. While many of these factors are beyond the agency’s control, better procedures and policies can improve performance. The Commission for Accreditation of Park and Recreation Agencies sets the industry standard for measuring the performance of park operations, and we will start the process to seek certification.
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Flexible fees 
• 2017 bill trusted agency with flexibility 

to vary rates up as well as down to 
provide service. 

• Already discount ~$1.6 million a 
biennium. Experimented with other 
discounts in 2018. 

• Flexible range allows high-value sites 
to earn a fair return. 

• Range adopted in rule in 2018 pending 
legislative adoption in budget. 
 

Site type Old point New range 
RV $30 $26-40 
Tent $19 $17-22 
Cabin $42 $42-62 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the ways we’ve been seeking to improve service, manage popularity, and attract visitors to parks that have capacity is through a flexible approach to fees paid for services. The legislature passed a bill in 2017 allowing OPRD to enact flexible fees for camping rates. We already had the ability to offer discounted or free service, and provided $1.6 million dollars a biennium worth of waivers for day-use and camping in 2017. We also experimented with lower rates at 14 trial parks in 2018. The result showed promise, with 30% of visitors reporting a lower fee influenced their decision to camp.What we lacked before 2017, though, was the ability to add a few dollars per night onto our most in-demand campsites. This new tool allows well-performing sites within popular parks to earn a fair return, providing revenue that can offset discounts at other locations or at other times of year. The state park camping rate becomes, in fact, a fair market range rather than a point.Using this new authority, the agency implemented rate ranges in administrative rule in 2018. The ranges are included in the agency budget bill.If adopted, the State Parks Director will have authority to vary campsite fees within those ranges up to four times per year as determined by market conditions, and the need to promote parks with capacity. Pending adoption of the agency budget, a trial run of flexible fees is scheduled for late summer 2019. We plan to increase selected RV campsites by $3 a night and cabins by $5 at a handful of parks. In some cases, the entire park will experience the increase, while in others they will be applied selectively to both test the system and customer responses.
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Visitors to Oregon’s state parks help fund them. A new, flexible approach to fees will help support free and discounted use to promote parks with capacity.It’s challenging to balance the costs of current operations against the needs to invest in new services. Without voter-approved Lottery Funds, Oregon would not have the state park system it currently enjoys.Three percent of revenue from visitors is set aside to fund ongoing maintenance. Together with the major maintenance budget in Park Development, these funds will keep the system performing, though maintenance costs are increasing faster than park visitation.Containing costs, improving service, and dealing with increased demand while operating an aging system translate to a hard truth: the current funding streams may not be stable and strong enough. A stable revenue stream that grows with costs and use is necessary to carry the state park system into its second 100 years.



Within Direct Services … 
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Within the Direct Services budget, the lion’s share is invested in operating state parks. Even with Lottery Funds, future cost growth will be propelled by increased demand, the need to serve a full range of Oregon communities, and environmental trends, all of which require continual investment.



Essential Packages Lottery Other Fund Federal Total 
010: Non-PICS Psn; Svc / Vacancy Factor 1,046,843  1,176,673  338  2,223,854  
021: Phase-in 62,021  65,119    127,140  
022: Phase-out Pgm & One-time Costs (349,409) (1,248,226)   (1,597,635) 
031: Standard Inflation 443,040  793,099  77,532  1,313,671  
032: Above Standard Inflation 150,307  157,826    308,133  
          
          
Direct Services Policy Packages         
091: Statewide adjustment DAS changes (46,647) (48,981)   (95,628) 
092: Technical adjustments 201,717  1,211,806  118,000  1,531,523  
102: Grant obligations from past biennium 158,423  475,271    633,694  
103: Agency shared costs for State Capitol park   400,000    400,000  
104: Improve and Develop Parks 48,780  51,220    100,000  
105: Improve Visitor Experience 1 position, .88 FTE 98,548  103,478    202,026  
110: Support multiagency Salmonberry Trail 1 pos, 1 FTE   500,000    500,000  
111: Invest in parks and heritage staff 1 position, .88 FTE 112,591  118,222    230,813  
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The lead policy packages for 19-21 provide funds to expand archaeological testing for parks to preserve resources during development (Package 104), and add limited duration staff to explore using concession-provided services to expand opportunities for state park visitors in a way that’s consistent with our mission (Package 105).As we have in past biennia, Package 110 continues our support for the multi-agency Salmonberry Trail project, which is focused on establishing a recreational corridor from Washington to Tillamook counties.Finally, Package 111 addresses a management need. With growing visitation and more field staff hard at work serving them, an additional senior manager is needed to balance our statewide workload.
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Management ratio: driven by Direct Services 

• 11:1 is a good starting point for 
discussion. 

• The state park system has operations 
in every corner of the state. 

• Your park system is among the busiest 
front-line driven operations of its 
kind in the nation. 

• More than 50 million visits served 
annually with extensive use of 
volunteers and youth crews. 

• Managers lead crews and set high 
standards to deliver service. 

• Currently at 10:1 ratio. 
• Propose to set 8:1 as standard. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting a budget to deliver service is a good time to discuss how we manage staff, and our request for a field manager is a good example of this. Over the last several years, debates about how to balance between management and non-management employees have been helpful. One size does not fit all, however, and while an 11:1 ratio is a good starting point for the discussion, the nature of the park system business requires us to move beyond this initial position.OPRD operates state parks, both day use and overnight campgrounds, across the state of Oregon. Overnight campgrounds require staffing 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Oregon runs one of the most popular state park operations in the country and provides more than 50 million visits a year. The five year trend is up.We use volunteers, youth crews, and other partners extensively. Volunteers gave just under a million hours of service from 2016 to 2018. The high load and extra help of this sort increases the need for a manager, since a dedicated, well-trained and supported manager sets the service standard for his or her crew and is responsible for staff accountability and visitor safety. It’s worth noting our field managers are not desk jockeys … they are actively engaged in park services, community relations, planning, and preparing their parks for our upcoming centennial celebration in 2022.We are currently at a 10:1 ratio, and have noticed this stretches our managers very thin as they execute these responsibilities. In our professional judgment and after studying the question, and given the visitation trend and need to take our service deliver standards to the next level, we propose an 8:1 ratio.
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Sitka Sedge 
Established 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staffing and service are important, and so is our ability to provide clean, efficient, modern facilities. Our development program continues our history of investing in facility repair and improvement.We target development on our oldest systems while simultaneously evaluating property and facilities to make sure we’re maintaining property that serves public needs. We will continue to filter the system this way, building service in needed areas while reducing costs and effort in low-reward areas. Most major projects require us to close at least part of a park during good weather.As you’ve heard, the system is quite old and new maintenance needs are accumulating every day. We face a long-term challenge to fund improvements and repairs in existing parks, and have set an acquisition budget at modest levels—around 10% of this program’s total budget—and we will invest this money in a small number of forward-looking, legacy-oriented projects as opportunities become available. The most recent park to open, Sitka Sedge State Natural Area in Tillamook County, protects an important coastal wetland and forest and was developed just enough to provide public access.



Nehalem Bay State Park 
Closed for upgrades 
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Facility repairs and acquisitions are even more reliant on Lottery Funds than other agency functions.



Nehalem Bay State Park 
Closed for upgrades 

Within Park Development … 
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Property acquisitions are achieved through negotiation and purchase of new park properties. The intent is to keep pace with changes in Oregon demographics, recreational habits, and conservation priorities. Acquisitions—trades, easements, donations and purchases—are informed by state documents such as the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan and Oregon Plan for Salmon and Watersheds. We balance acquisitions with occasional outgoing trades and transfers of property to refine the state park portfolio, focusing on retaining properties that contribute to the mission. The department leverages acquisitions funding with grants and creative mechanisms (such as trades) to fulfill the direction of the Oregon State Parks and Recreation Commission. We focus on fewer but more iconic places, especially on the coast. Acquisition criteria consider the cost of maintaining a recreational property, or preserving an historic one.Most of the budget is spent on facility investment to address needs for long-term investment in park infrastructure by making repairs from deferred maintenance lists, and developing or expanding new park opportunities to meet future needs. Deciding which facilities require improvement, replacement, or removal requires a challenging evaluation that combines: current and future needs, public expectations, and the stability of future funding for operations and maintenance. Oregon needs more service in most areas, but must accept there will be times when a legacy service simply needs to be discontinued. When updating facilities, we apply value-added facility designs that use long-life, efficient fixtures and techniques.Overall program costs are driven by the real estate market, visitor expectations, and the increasing cost to repair or replace facilities built in the last 90 years. Many facilities were designed 50 years ago to serve a fraction of the number of visitors who visit today.  Of the ~1,900 structures in the state park system, 26 would take more than $1 million dollars to replace. Nearly one in 10 is more than 70 years old, and nearly 50 are more than 100 years old.�



Essential Packages Lottery Other Fund Federal Total 
010: Non-PICS Psn; Svc / Vacancy Factor 65,328  42,908    108,236  
031: Standard Inflation 650,166  104,730  67,558  822,454  
          
          
Direct Services Policy Packages         
104: Improve and Develop Parks 3,000,000    3,000,000  3,000,000  
105: Improve Visitor Experience 1,500,000  2,000,000    3,500,000  
106: Prep for state park system centennial in 2022 7,000,000    7,000,000  
107: Invest in signature state trails   2,250,000    2,250,000  
109: Targeted strategic park acquisitions 3,000,000      3,000,000  
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Package 104 addresses an unresolved problem related to fish protection at one of our newer sites, Bates State Park in Grant County. A pond already in place when we acquired the park doesn’t meet fish passage standards and other requirements, and this funding will allow us to reduce stream temperatures and improve passage.Packages 105 and 106 significantly increase spending on maintenance and improvements. 105 addresses our need for restroom replacement, increasing capacity to serve campers on the coast, and helps us meet out obligation to ensure facilities are usable by people of all abilities. On our way to our centennial year in 2022, a list of important signature projects will be funded by Package 106. These will continue the state park system’s long tradition of service to Oregonians.Good trails are the #1 outdoor experience requested by new and experienced visitors both, and Package 107 invests funding in the Oregon Coast and Columbia Gorge trail systems, both highly popular regional destinations.Strategically investing in improved and new special places is counterbalanced by hard decisions to remove services where they no longer serve the mission.Other funding sources – such as transfers from other agency transfers, grants, and donations -- add to the agency’s own investment funding.



RECREATION HERITAGE 
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Under this budget, the Recreation and Heritage grant programs will send more than $40 million to local communities over next two years. Locals know what they need; they just need help getting there.Our grant coordinators hold workshops to explain how they can take advantage of network of funds and expertise. Statewide strategic plans, written with public involvement every few years, guide both heritage and recreation programs.Historic preservation, museums, playgrounds, campgrounds, trails, athletic fields ... all benefit from a vigorous grant program supported with funds from the Oregon Lottery, ATV fuel refunds, recreational vehicle registrations, and the federal government.



Diamond in the 
Rough Grant - Stayton 

Special tax 
Assessment 

Cottage Grove 
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Within the heritage program, which includes the State Historic Preservation Office and other services, we assist local and tribal governments, state and federal agencies, local historical societies, museums, and preservation organizations to preserve their historic sites and records, and educate the public, promote heritage tourism, and revitalize historic districts and local economies.In this biennium, we will increase number of local heritage partner organizations and improve their effectiveness in preserving—and putting to useful purpose—the state’s heritage resources.We will also improve tracking and impact of economic benefits of heritage-related activities, especially in the areas of heritage tourism and historic downtown revitalization.We will develop and launch a publicly available GIS- and web-based portal that unifies data from all Oregon Heritage programs and allows for digital document submission and project management, and strengthen and expand funding, grants, and financial incentive programs and their use for cultural and heritage resources.
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Grants funded through the grants program are spread between city, county, and other qualifying recipients. They reach every county in the state, far beyond the boundaries of state-managed properties. Nearly $80 million dollars have flowed to recipients since 2013 alone.Even small grants make a huge difference in rural Oregon.
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On the outdoor recreation side of the agency’s community support services, the program administers grants for the  …Land and Water Conservation Fund (with Federal funds) to acquire, develop, or upgrade outdoor recreation.… the Recreation Trails Program (Federal funds) to acquire, develop, and maintain land-based trails.… the County Opportunity program (using RV funds): to acquire, develop, plan, or upgrade county-owned campgrounds.… Veterans and War Memorials grants (with Lottery funds) to construct and restore memorials honoring veterans.… Local Government grants (Lottery funds): Acquire, develop, or upgrade city, county, or regional parks. This program receives a minimum 12 percent of total dedicated Lottery FundsIn addition to grant programs, the department also supports scenic bikeways -- a collection of high-quality cycling routes designated and maintained on Oregon roads with cooperation from transportation and local proponents – and the state scenic waterways program. Scenic Waterways use formal designations and voluntary compliance with rules to protect the essential qualities of a small number of Oregon rivers and one lake.�Finally, the All-terrain Vehicle Program provides both safety training and a wide-ranging grant program to support law enforcement, safety, and riding area maintenance and operations. The program is funded by a refund of state gas taxes paid by recreational riders who fuel their vehicle while in the state. A portion of their fuel purchase always includes the state gas tax, but since their vehicles are not used on state roads, their taxes are refunded to the ATV program so they can be applied to improve the recreational riding experience.If HB 2082 is signed into law, it will expand rider safety certification to all riders on public land. Currently, Class I (four wheelers) and Class III (dirt bikes) ATVs carry a safety certification requirement, but Class II (jeeps, trucks, sand rails) and IV (side-by-sides) do not.



Within Community Support … 
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The grant programs and the outreach programs to local partners remain popular and effective.The grants provide critical funding for local governments, which are especially strapped in the current economic climate.The agency’s staff expertise is also valuable to grant recipients and local partners, given that they do not typically have heritage, grant, or recreation specialists on their staffs.Federally funded programs are being watched carefully, given the potential volatility (mostly on the reduction side) in federal funding, but for now they are relatively stable.Oregon is home to the first state-level historic preservation tax incentive, enacted in 1975, and it sunsets in 2020. Tax law and administrative changes over time have diminished the program’s effectiveness, but it remains the only statewide preservation incentive available in Oregon. SB 48 extends the sunset until 2023, giving interested parties and stakeholders time to determine the best path forward for incentives that more effectively meet today’s preservation needs statewide.



Essential Packages Lottery Other Fund Federal Total 
010: Non-PICS Psn; Svc / Vacancy Factor 97,837  68,086  2,422  168,345  
022: Phase-out Pgm & One-time Costs (20,000) (7,715,836) (6,526,505) (14,262,341) 
031: Standard Inflation 453,999  400,913  192,180  1,047,092  
032: Above Standard Inflation 

1,048,076      1,048,076  
          
          
Direct Services Policy Packages         
090: Analyst Adjustments 197,777      197,777  
101: Operational Cost Increases   3,000,000    3,000,000  
102: Grant Obligations from Past Biennium   5,796,868  6,269,990  12,066,858  
106: Prep for State Park System Centennial in 2022 490,000      490,000  
111: Invest in Parks and Heritage Staff 9,607    7,503  17,110  
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The most significant change in Community Support reflects an increase in the amount of refunded gas tax available for distribution through grants, and funding to support agency efforts to prepare for the state park centennial in 2022.Package 106 increases funding for several heritage-related grant programs, funding local work to preserve Oregon history through museums, archaeology, and other forms of historic preservation. Portions of this program work in concert with the Oregon Cultural Trust.
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Even though most of our department’s expenditures and staff are concerned with providing the state park system, heritage and outdoor recreation are co-equal in their contribution to Oregon’s identity. Oregon has a history of investing in maintaining and updating its state parks, and responded when called to evolve to meet the state’s changing needs in the 1950s and 60s. State parks began offering new services, like camping. Now it’s our turn to look at what needs to change, and what needs shoring up.Before moving on to these big-picture issues, I wanted to briefly mention one other unit of the department: Central Services. The Central Services program provides administrative support—budgeting, accounting, payroll, contracting, human resources, information technology—so all other agency programs can serve their constituents efficiently, accurately and effectively. It also includes External Relations, a major customer service division providing year-round information support for state park visitors and managing other kinds of communications. 
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This program is funded with revenue from park visitors and constitutionally-dedicated Lottery Funds. The agency is dispersed over every region of the state, from Frenchglen in Harney County to the Wallowa Mountains to the coast. Central Services coordinates and maintains various department-wide programs, including record management, cash and credit card handling, and purchasing practices. Recreation Grants, the ATV program, and scenic bikeways and waterways are budgeted in Community Support, but managed here.



Within Central Services … 
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The specific functions provided by this budget are:AccountingBudgetPayrollContracts and ProcurementInformation ServicesGovernment relations and policy, which involves developing policy, procedures and rules.Human Resources, to recruit, hire, and train staff, and guide safety and risk management programs.The communications and external relations function covers media and public communications, and basic customer and market research, plus on-line and by phone support services to park visitors and park staff.Over this biennium, we will:Improve overall agency efficiency related to business practices and back-office support.Implement inclusion training for all staff and expand outreach to underserved communities.Expand branding and constituent engagement in preparation for the park system centennial in 2022.Assist Direct Services prepare and execute developments to comply with the Americans with Disability Act.Improve network connectivity to serve park visitors better and enable field staff productivity.Streamline procurement of goods and services.Improve the visitor experience by rebidding the contract for central state park reservations.You’ll see a portion of this budget pays for debt service. These payments are for debt associated with Willamette Falls, Main Street grants, and Forest Park are all pass-thru dollars funded by lottery-backed bond. This Lottery funding is not related to the constitutionally-dedicated Parks and Natural Resources fund. 



Essential Packages Lottery Other Fund Federal Total 
010: Non-PICS Psn; Svc / Vacancy Factor 252,336  258,931    511,267  
031: Standard Inflation 1,085,877  1,140,190    2,226,067  
032: Above Standard Inflation 130,136  136,645    266,781  
          
Central Services Policy Packages         
091: Statewide Adjustment DAS Chgs (426,990) (448,349)   (875,339) 
101: Operational Cost Increases 616,492  647,329    1,263,821  
105: Improve Visitor Experience 97,560  102,440    200,000  
108: Apply Modern Tech to Improve Service 1 position, .88 FTE 835,541  877,335    1,712,876  
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The major policy option packages included in this budget fund improvements to basic training to unlock the potential of staff to serve public needs efficiently.Package 105 improves outreach to people who may be traditionally underserved by state park services. Package 108 updates the technology and communications systems that staff use across the state to plan, communicate, and serve customers.Externally, we will be preparing for the park system centennial in 2022 with an aim to energize a new generation of park supporters to do their part, and aggressively seeking bids to take the state park visitor reservation system to the next level.
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The Director’s Office is responsible for executive leadership, strategy, statewide recreation and heritage policy, the proper functioning of various official commissions, overall evaluation and internal auditing of the agency’s performance. For the Office as a whole and the Commission, the Director provides strategic leadership for department programs and operations. The Director represents the agency and administers several official commissions, including the Governor-appointed Oregon State Parks and Recreation Commission, created by the State Legislature in 1989 to establish policies, adopt rules necessary to execute the duties of the department, set fees, acquire property, promote the state’s outdoor recreation policy, and appoint the OPRD Director.The Agency Improvement function reviews agency programs and conducts annual internal audits.The Office of Outdoor Recreation was established by a 2017 bill after support by nonprofit advocates, outdoor recreation-related businesses, and public agencies. It exists to elevate outdoor recreation for Oregon communities in every corner of the state by networking with the outdoor recreation community to promote strategies, policies, and investments among public, nonprofit, and commercial partners. OPRD is more than steward of the state park system … it is Oregon’s lead outdoor recreation advocate. While staffed with a single person, the Office works tightly with a team across the agency including policy, community grants, and research staff. 
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This budget includes the only General Fund in the agency budget. It is not used to operate either the state park or heritage services. Instead, it provides funding for the Office of Outdoor Recreation, a statewide policy office established legislatively in 2017 to network with the public and private sectors. With strong support from businesses, public land managers, and recreation and resource advocates, the Office was established to develop and promote a strategic approach on investment in the community, economic, and personal well-being benefits of outdoor recreation regardless of location or jurisdiction.



Within Director’s Office … 
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Over the course of the next biennium, the Director’s office will lead the department to fulfill each part of the agency recreation and heritage mission with equal vigor.We will do this by …Ensuring each employee understands and contributes to constant improvement of Oregon’s heritage and state park resources.Managing the agency to the highest ethical and legal standards.Maintaining strong relationships with stakeholders, public constituents and other governments to achieve commonly-held goals.Establishing an advisory group and broader collaboration network for the Office of Outdoor Recreation.Developing a prioritized hotlist of top policy or statutory barriers to statewide outdoor recreation success.Cooperating with Travel Oregon on an economic contribution study measuring outdoor recreation’s economic contributions down to the county level.Highlighting the health benefits of outdoor recreation and related policy.
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For both parks and heritage programs, our operational emphasis will continue to be on improving services, reaching and serving the full spectrum of Oregonians and her visitors, and celebrating the state park system centennial in 2022.Looking ahead, key funding challenges face Oregon if it wants to continue to enjoy the benefits of outdoor recreation in a healthy natural environment, and to protect heritage resources that illustrate Oregon’s character and legacy.Since losing regular gas tax funding in the 1980s and General Fund in the 1990s, state parks in particular have struggled to find adequate, stable funding to satisfy Oregonians’ demand for outdoor recreation. Lottery funding has helped, but not resolved, this need.Lottery has just recently surpassed a peak originally reached ten years ago. RV funds have trended down for more than a decade, and while there is some sign of a slight recovery, recent reallocations have reduced the state park share.The state park system is not alone in its search for a reliable, feasible way to fund outdoor recreation services. This is a statewide, cross-jurisdictional issue. Recreation investment does not typically grab the spotlight when compared to education, health, transportation, and other leading state issues, though it plays a role in amplifying these and other priorities.
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Together with policy leadership from the newly-minted Office of Outdoor Recreation, the agency will need to bring together Oregon’s most dedicated civic and private sector leaders to address these questions.In the meantime, tens of millions of dollars have been spent on programs only marginally related to the agency mission. The most significant unfunded burdens have since been resolved, but there is no way to undo that spending. The lesson is clear: this and future legislatures can prevent future reductions in funding for state parks and avoid distractions that divert funding away from the core mission.The department can succeed and provide better service while controlling costs, but only if it is permitted to maintain a disciplined focus on its mission – to protect special places, provide great experiences, take the long view -- rather than being handed new responsibilities or redirecting its funding to tangential purposes.



Key 
Create Value: Reach underserved communities, rebid 
reservation system, invest in maintenance, Centennial. 

Control costs: Improve procedures. 
Improve revenue: No new burdens, innovate stable 

revenue. 
 

Wrap-up and bills 
 

Bills 
ATV safety, heritage tax 

incentives, state park 
forest health. 

Funding 
Lottery, Other, tiny bits of 

Federal and General 
Fund. 
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To recap some major ideas, the budget includes funds to train staff on inclusion and reach out to traditionally under-served communities. Key outcomes for 2019-2021 include rebidding the central reservation system contract, beginning the process to qualify for top accreditation by the Commission for Accreditation of Park and Recreation Agencies, and significant increases in facility maintenance, and prepare for the Centennial in 2022. We need a discussion on the future of public and private investment in outdoor recreation if we want these benefits to endure.Our proposed legislation addresses ATV safety, tax incentives for heritage protection, and state park forest health management. As a reminder, this agency is not supported by the general fund except for the salary of one position in the Office of Outdoor Recreation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oregon’s state park and heritage resources deliver stunningly valuable services. The state park system centennial in 2022 is going to be fun and it will take work to get us ready, which is why this budget includes facility investments, outreach, and service improvements.Now, while the parks and heritage systems are strong, is an excellent time to corral public and private sector leaders to brainstorm ways to make both services financially and socially sustainable so they deliver benefits to Oregonians in perpetuity.
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